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A highly tunable synthetic biomimetic hydrogel platform was developed to study the growth and
morphogenesis of pancreatic ductal epithelial cells (PDEC) under the inﬂuence of a myriad of instructive
cues. A PDEC line, PANC-1, was used as a model system to illustrate the importance of matrix compositions on cell fate determination. PANC-1 is an immortalized ductal epithelial cell line widely used in the
study of pancreatic tumor cell behaviors. PANC-1 cells are also increasingly explored as a potential cell
source for endocrine differentiation. Thus far, most studies related to PANC-1, among other PDEC lines,
are performed on 2D culture surfaces. Here, we evaluated the effect of matrix compositions on PANC-1
cell growth and morphogenesis in 3D. Speciﬁcally, PANC-1 cells were encapsulated in PEG-based
hydrogels prepared by step-growth thiol-ene photopolymerization. It was found that thiol-ene hydrogels provided a cytocompatible environment for encapsulation and 3D culture of PANC-1 cells. In
contrast to a monolayer morphology on 2D culture surfaces, PANC-1 cells formed clusters in 3D thiol-ene
hydrogels within 4 days of culture. After culturing for 10 days, however, the growth and structures of
these clusters were signiﬁcantly impacted by gel matrix properties, including sensitivity of the matrix to
proteases, stiffness of the matrix, and ECM-mimetic motifs. The use of matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)
sensitive linker or the immobilization of ﬁbronectin-derived RGDS ligand in the matrix promoted PANC1 cell growth and encouraged them to adopt ductal cyst-like structures. On the other hand, the
encapsulated cells formed smaller and more compact aggregates in non-MMP responsive gels. The
incorporation of laminin-derived YIGSR peptide did not enhance cell growth and caused the cells to form
compact aggregates. Immobilized YIGSR also enhanced the expression of epithelial cell markers
including b-catenin and E-cadherin. These studies have established PEG-peptide hydrogels formed by
thiol-ene photo-click reaction as a suitable platform for studying and manipulating pancreatic epithelial
cell growth and morphogenesis in 3D.
Ó 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Pancreatic ductal epithelial cells (PDEC) are, as the name suggests, exocrine cells derived from epithelium in the pancreatic duct
system. PDEC lines, such as PANC-1 cells, are commonly used to
study the molecular mechanisms of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC), a lethal cancer responsible for nearly 38,000 deaths
in the US in 2012 [1]. Tissue culture plastics (TCP) are routinely used
for culturing and studying PDAC cells in vitro. On TCP, PDAC cells
such as PANC-1 adopt squamous phenotype, a characteristic
morphology shared by many epithelium cells. Using two
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dimensional (2D) culture platforms, researchers have identiﬁed
important pathways in relation to intracellular signaling in PDEC.
While 2D studies have been invaluable, it is difﬁcult to recapitulate
critical aspects of extracellular matrix (ECM) microenvironment in
conventional TCP culture. Recent efforts have focused on developing matrix systems for studying migration, invasion and
morphogenesis of PDEC in vitro. For example, MatrigelÒ or collagen
based systems were used to study the roles of transforming growth
factor b (TGFb) [2,3], matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) [4],
epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) [5], Trefoil factor 1 (TFF1)
[6], and hypoxia [7] on PANC-1 cell migration and invasion. In
another example, Korc and colleagues developed a Matrigel/soft
agar composite 3D gel system to study the growth stimulatory effects of TGFb [8] and molecular cross-talks between EGFR, TGFb,
with Src in PDEC lines [9]. Currently, the studies of PDEC in 3D are
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mostly relying on biologically-derived matrices that not only have
undeﬁned and batch-dependent biochemical compositions but also
have very limited tunability in gel biophysical properties such as
stiffness and molecular transport.
In addition to being used as a cell model for PDAC studies,
pancreatic exocrine cells, such as PANC-1, are increasingly used in
efforts related to endocrine differentiation [10e15]. PANC-1 cells can
be trans-differentiated into insulin-secreting cell clusters under
serum deprivation and with the use of appropriate soluble cues such
as glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1) [10,11], FGF2 [12], and stem cell
factor (SCF) [13]. For example, Hardikar et al. reported the formation
of islet-like cell aggregates from PANC-1 cells under serum deprivation and in the presence of FGF2 [12]. Recently, Dubiel et al.
developed an RGD-covered dextran surface to enhance cluster formation and insulin expression in PANC-1 cells [16]. While the
aforementioned studies were all conducted on 2D surfaces, they have
highlighted the importance of ECM microenvironment, including
soluble factors and immobilized integrin ligands, on the differentiation of exocrine PANC-1 cells into endocrine islet-like clusters.
The study of PDEC and trans-differentiation of PANC-1 cells into
islet-like clusters can beneﬁt from a synthetic material platform
capable of recapitulating critical aspects of an ECM microenvironment. Such biomimetic matrices facilitate the mechanistic understanding of PDEC behaviors in a more physiologically relevant and
well-deﬁned microenvironment. One synthetic material platform
with the potential of achieving these goals is poly(ethylene glycol)
or PEG-based hydrogels decorated with biomimetic motifs [17e21].
Many PEG hydrogel systems have been developed for studying
epithelial cell behaviors [17,21], as well as differentiation of progenitor cells into pseudo-islets [22,23]. In addition to the highly
permeable environment created by the hydrophilic and biologically
inert PEG macromers, aspects of ECM microenvironment critical for
regulating cellular processes can be recapitulated within these welldeﬁned niches. For example, ligands for cell surface receptors can be
immobilized with precisely controlled concentrations to elicit
desired intracellular signaling [24e26]. With appropriate crosslinking methods, encapsulated cells are allowed to migrate
through the hydrogel mesh, which permits the understanding of cell
invasion and metastasis mechanisms [27e29]. Finally, matrix stiffness can be easily controlled, by adjusting network cross-linking
density, to study mechanosensing in the encapsulated cells [30e33].
Among the vast variety of PEG hydrogel platforms, step-growth
PEG-norbornene-peptide hydrogels offer properties ideal for
creating a synthetic biomimetic niche for 3D culture of PANC-1
cells. In addition to their mild and rapid reaction kinetics, these
gels have proven cytocompatibility for cells derived from mesenchymal or epithelial origins [34,35]. Using ﬂexible PEG macromers
and protease-sensitive peptides as gel cross-linkers, matrix
remodeling can be dictated by local cellular activity. In this
contribution, we aim at establishing a synthetic biomimetic
microenvironment for encapsulation of PANC-1 cells, from which to
study their growth and morphogenesis in 3D. We ﬁst evaluated the
initial viability of PANC-1 cells in thiol-ene hydrogels cross-linked
by different linkers. We further assessed PANC-1 cell growth and
morphological changes with various degrees of cellematerial interactions, including protease-mediated matrix cleavage and
integrin receptor binding. Morphogenesis of the encapsulated cells
was evaluated via detecting expression of characteristic markers in
the mesenchymal and epithelial lineages.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
4-arm PEG-OH (5kDa and 20kDa) was procured from JenKem Technology USA.
Fmoc-amino acids, Fmoc-Rink-amide MBHA resin, and peptide synthesis reagents

(HOBt, HBTU) were acquired from Anaspec or Chempep Inc. CellTiter GloÒ and
AlamarBlueÒ reagents were purchased from Promega and AbD Serotec, respectively.
Live/Dead staining kit for mammalian cells was acquired from Life Technologies
Corp. HPLC grade acetonitrile and water were purchased from Fisher Scientiﬁc and
VWR International, respectively. All other chemicals were purchased from Sigmae
Aldrich unless otherwise noted.
2.2. PEG-tetra-norbornene (PEG4NB) synthesis
PEG-tetra-norbornene (PEG4NB) was synthesized by reacting PEG-OH with 5norbornene-2-carboxylic acid [34]. Brieﬂy, 4-arm PEG-OH was dried in a vacuum
oven overnight and dissolved in anhydrous toluene. After removing toluene using a
rotary evaporator, the dried 4-arm PEG was dissolved in anhydrous dichloromethane (DCM). In a round bottom ﬂask, 5-norbornene-2-carboxylic acid (5 eq.)
was activated by N,N0 -dicyclohexlycarbodiimide (DCC, 2.5 eq.) in anhydrous DCM for
at least 30 min at room temperature. The activated norbornene acid was ﬁltered
through a fritted funnel and added drop-wisely into the ﬂask containing dried 4-arm
PEG-OH, 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine (DMAP, 0.5 eq.), and pyridine (5 eq.) dissolved
in DCM. All reactions were performed in an ice bath and under nitrogen. After
overnight reaction, the product was ﬁltered and washed with 5 wt% sodium bicarbonate and brine to remove unreacted norbornene acid. The product was then dried
over sodium sulfate and precipitated in cold ethyl ether. The ﬁltered product was redissolved in DCM and re-precipitated in cold ethyl ether to obtain the ﬁnal product.
The degree of functionalization (>85%) was analyzed using proton NMR (Avance III
500 Brucker). The photoinitiator lithium arylphosphinate (LAP) was synthesized
following a published protocol without modiﬁcation [36].
2.3. Peptide synthesis and puriﬁcation
All peptides (CGGYC, KCGPQGPAGQCK, KCGPQGIWGQCK, CGRGDS, and
KCYIGSR) were synthesized and cleaved using a microwave peptide synthesizer
(CEM Discover SPS) following standard solid phase peptide synthesis (SPPS)
chemistry. Terminal cysteines were added for thiol-ene reactions. Peptide cleavage
solution contained 95% triﬂuoroacetic acid (TFA), 2.5% water, and 2.5% triisopropylsilane (TIS) in the presence of 5 wt/v% phenol. Crude peptides were precipitated
in cold ethyl ether, dried overnight and puriﬁed using preparative scale RP-HPLC
(PerkinElmer Flexar System). All peptides were puriﬁed to at least 90% purity and
characterized by analytical RP-HPLC and mass spectrometry (Agilent Technologies).
Puriﬁed peptides were lyophilized and stored in 20  C. Prior to usage, the concentration of thiol groups on puriﬁed cysteine-containing peptides was quantiﬁed
using Ellman’s reagent (PIERCE) following manufacturer’s protocol.
2.4. Hydrogel fabrication
Thiol-ene hydrogels were prepared by step-growth photopolymerization using
PEG4NB with two different molecular weights (20 kDa or 5 kDa) and di-thiol
crosslinkers, including dithiolthreitol (DTT), CGGYC, KCGPQGPAGQCK (MMPscrm),
and KCGPQGIWGQCK (MMPLinker). Thiol-ene photopolymerization was initiated
using 1 mM LAP (dissolved in PBS) as the photoinitiator. Prepolymer solution containing PEG4NB20 kDa or PEG4NB5 kDa, cross-linker, and LAP was exposed to longwave UV light (365 nm, 5 mW/cm2) for 2 min (Fig. 1A). For all hydrogels, a stoichiometric ratio between thiol and ene groups was maintained. Gel stiffness was
measured by oscillatory rheometry (See Supporting Method).
2.5. Cell culture and encapsulation
PANC-1 cells (obtained from ATCC) were maintained in high glucose DMEM
(HyClone) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco) and 1 Antibiotic-Antimycotic
(Invitrogen, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 mg/mL streptomycin and 250 ng/mL Fungizone). Cells were maintained in tissue culture plastic kept at 37  C and 5% CO2 and
the culture media were refreshed every 2e3 days. Cell encapsulation was performed
using a procedure similar to the gel fabrication method described earlier. Brieﬂy,
PANC-1 cells (at a cell density of 2  106 cells/mL) were suspended in pre-polymer
solutions containing PEG macromer, cross-linker, integrin ligand CRGDS or KCYIGSR
(for some experimental groups) and photoinitiator. The precursor solutions were
exposed to UV light (365 nm, 5 mW/cm2) for 2 min. Cell-laden hydrogels (25 mL)
were maintained in identical cell culture conditions as described earlier on an orbital
shaker.
2.6. Cell viability and morphology characterizations
Qualitative cell viability was determined using Live/Dead staining and confocal
imaging. Cell-laden hydrogels were incubated in Live/Dead staining solution for 1 h
at room temperature with gentle shaking. Confocal images of the stained samples
were obtained using Olympus Fluoview FV100 Laser Scanning Biological Microscope
(IUPUI Nanoscale Imaging Center). Z-stack images (100 mm thick, 10 mm per slice)
from three samples and at least four random views were acquired for live (staining
green) and dead (staining red) cell counts. Cell viability was deﬁned as the percentage of live cells over total cell counts in each sample. To monitor long term cell
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Fig. 1. (A) Schematic of thiol-ene photo-click reaction to form PANC-1 cell-laden PEG-based hydrogels. Gels are formed under UV light (365 nm, 5 mW/cm2) exposure with 1 mM of
lithium arylphosphinate (LAP) as the photoinitiator. 4-arm PEG-norbornene (PEG4NB, f ¼ 4) and any multi-functional cross-linkers containing more than two thiol moieties (i.e.,
f > 2) are used to form step-growth hydrogels with an idealized network structure (image not to scale). (B) Representative confocal Z-stack images of PANC-1 cells stained with Live/
Dead staining kit. Cells were encapsulated in 5 wt% PEG4NB20kDa gels with different cross-linkers. Numbers shown below each image represent the percentage of live cells over total
cell count in each gel formation (Scales: 100 mm; N ¼ 4, mean  SD).
viability, cell-laden hydrogels were incubated in 500 mL of 10% AlamarBlueÒ reagent
in culture medium for 4 h. Following incubation, 200 mL of the media were transferred to a 96-well plate and the ﬂuorescence generated was measured using a
microplate reader (excitation: 560 nm, emission: 590 nm). Live/Dead staining was
also used to visualize cell morphology at day 4, 7 and 10. Images from four samples
and at least three random ﬁelds per sample were acquired for analysis. Live/Dead
images from four samples and at least three random ﬁelds per sample were used for
analyzing and PANC-1 cell morphology and aggregate diameters. Olympus Fluoview
and ImageJ software were used for image analysis. PANC-1 cell morphology was
categorized according the following: (I) Single cells, (II) Round cell aggregates, (III)
Large irregular cell clusters, (IV) Clusters with short cellular processes, and (V) Cystlike cell clusters. Total populations of each category were manually counted.
2.7. Wholemount immunostaining

b-catenin and F-actin expressions in PANC-1 cells were visualized by immunostaining 10-day post-encapsulation. Cell-laden hydrogels were ﬁxed in 4% paraformaldehyde at room temperature for 45 min with gentle shaking. Samples were
then rinsed with PBS and the encapsulated cells were permeabilized with 0.5%
Triton X-100 in PBS at room temperature for 45 min with gentle shaking. Following
permeabilization, samples were washed with PBS and blocked (5% BSA, 5% polyvinylpyrrolidone, and 20% fetal calf serum) overnight at 4  C. Samples were
sequentially incubated overnight at 4  C in rabbit-anti-b catenin (Santa Cruz, 1:100),
followed by incubation in FITC-labeled goat anti-rabbit IgG (Cell signaling, 1:100)
and rhodamine-phalloidin (Cytoskeleton, 1:100). The samples were rinsed with PBS,
further stained with DAPI for 1 h and washed with PBS. The ﬂuorescence from
encapsulated cells was visualized and imaged using confocal microscope.
2.8. Western blotting
Total proteins from encapsulated cells were extracted by ﬁrst homogenizing the
cell-laden hydrogels with a pellet mixer. The homogenized samples were lysed with

cell lysis buffer containing 10 mL of Halt Protease inhibitor, 10 mL of EDTA, and 1 mM of
phenylmethylsulfonyl ﬂuoride (PMSF) dissolved in 1 mL of RIPA Buffer. Total extract
was collected by centrifugation at 8000 g for 10 min at 4  C. Total protein extractions
were concentrated in Centrifugal Filter Units (Millipore) at 14,000 g for 20 min at
4  C. Total protein concentrations were determined by Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit
(Thermo Scientiﬁc) following manufacturer protocol. Concentrated protein extracts
were then subjected to SDS-PAGE using 10% Min-PROTEAN TGX Precast Gels (BioRad). After separation, proteins were transferred on to 0.45 mm Immobilon-P PVDF
transfer membrane (Millipore) using Bio-Rad Trans-Blot Turbo Transfer System. The
blots were blocked overnight with 5% nonfat milk in TBST solution (1 PBS containing 0.5% Tween-20) at 4  C. The blots were then sequentially incubated with
diluted primary antibody, followed by incubation with HRP-conjugated secondary
antibody (1 h each) at room temperature. Primary antibodies used: Mouse anti-bactin (Sigma, 1:1000); Rabbit anti-Vimentin (Cell Signaling, 1:1000); Rabbit antiSnail (Cell Signaling, 1:500); Rabbit anti-b-catenin (Cell Signaling, 1:1000); Rabbit
anti-E-cadherin (Cell Signaling, 1:1000). Secondary antibodies used: HRP-labeled
goat anti-rabbit or anti-mouse IgG (Cell Signaling, 1:500 to 1:1000). The blots
were washed with TBST solution for 1 h and visualized using SuperSignal West Pico
Detection Kit (Thermo Scientiﬁc) in a Fuji LAS 3000 imaging system. Analysis of band
intensity was performed using ImageJ.

2.9. Statistical analysis
All experiments were conducted independently for three times and the results
were presented as mean  SD. Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad
Prism Software package. The cell viability and Western blotting band intensity
analysis data were analyzed using a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed
by a Bonferroni’s post-hoc test. The cluster size distribution and cell morphology
categorization data were analyzed using a one-way ANOVA followed by a Dunnett
post-hoc test. Single, double, and triple asterisks represent p < 0.05, 0.001, and
0.0001, respectively. A p value <0.05 was considered statistically signiﬁcant.
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3. Results
3.1. Cytocompatibility of thiol-ene hydrogels for PANC-1 cells
The ability to manipulate the growth and morphogenesis of
pancreatic ductal epithelial cells (PDEC) in 3D represents a critical
initial step towards mechanistic understanding of intracellular
signaling in these cells in a physiologically relevant microenvironment. Here, we ﬁrst examined PANC-1 cell viability immediately
following photoencapsulation (Fig. 1). PANC-1 cells were encapsulated at 2  106 cell/mL in PEG4NB20kDa hydrogels (5 wt%,
G0 w 3 kPa) with different cross-linkers (Table 1). DTT, CGGYC, and
MMPScrm are control linkers not sensitive to MMP-mediated
cleavage, while MMPLinker is susceptible to cleavage by various
MMPs [37]. CGGYC was selected because it can be cleaved by
chymotrypsin, thus allowing rapid recovery of cell clusters formed
within the gel matrices for further applications [35]. Cell encapsulation was achieved within 2 min of photopolymerization using a
precursor solution containing macromer, cross-linker, cells at
desired density, and photoinitiator LAP (Fig. 1A). We found that
varying cross-linker chemistry had no signiﬁcant effect on initial
viability in the encapsulated cells (Fig. 1B & Figure S1) and over 92%
of the cells survived the photoencapsulation process as quantiﬁed
by live/dead cell counts (Fig. 1B). The effect of cross-linker type on
initial cell viability was also assessed quantitatively by intracellular
ATP measurements (Figure S1) and no signiﬁcant difference was
found in these conditions.
3.2. Effect of cross-linker on PANC-1 growth
We monitored the growth of encapsulated PANC-1 cells in
PEG4NB20kDa hydrogels cross-linked by CGGYC, MMPScrm, or
MMPLinker using qualitative Live/Dead staining and quantitative
AlamarBlueÒ metabolic activity assay. There was no visible difference in cell morphology for the ﬁrst 7 days when comparing images
obtained from gels with different cross-linkers (Fig. 2A). Quantitative metabolic activity assay results also show no statistical difference in cell viability for the ﬁrst 7 days (Fig. 2B). At day 10,
however, the encapsulated cells appeared to form larger clusters
with different shapes (Fig. 2A, day 10). Signiﬁcant differences in
cellular metabolic activities were also observed (Fig. 2B). The use of
MMPLinker as the gel cross-linker supported the highest degree of
cell growth, as demonstrated by the formation of large cell clusters
(Fig. 2A, bottom right image) and the highest degree of cellular
metabolic activity (Fig. 2B). Cyst-like structures (white arrow)
formed only in MMPLinker cross-linked hydrogels after 10-day
culture.
3.3. Effect of matrix stiffness and protease sensitivity
Next, we evaluated the effects of matrix stiffness and protease
sensitivity on PANC-1 cell growth and morphogenesis in 3D. We
Table 1
Characteristics of the cross-linkers used to form thiol-ene hydrogels.
Label

Linker chemistry

Linker degradability

Gel degradability

DTT
CGGYC

Dithiothreitol
CGGYaC

MMPscrm
MMPLinker

KCGPQGPAGQCK
KCGPQGbIWaGQCK

Non-cleavable
Chymotrypsin
sensitive
Non-cleavable
MMPs & chymotrypsin
sensitive

Hydrolyticc
Hydrolyticc &
enzymatic
Hydrolyticc
Hydrolyticc &
enzymatic

a

P1 positions for chymotrypsin-mediated cleavage.
P1 position for metalloproteinase (MMP)-mediated cleavage.
Hydrolytic degradation rate of hydrogels depends on the linker. DTT crosslinked gels had the slowest degradation rate [40].
b
c

Fig. 2. Effect of cross-linker chemistry on PANC-1 cell growth and morphogenesis in
5 wt% PEG4NB20kDa hydrogels. (A) PANC-1 cell morphology visualized by Z-stack
confocal microscope after Live/Dead staining at day 4, 7, and 10 (Scales: 100 mm). (B)
Cell metabolic activity measured as a function of time by AlamarBlueÒ reagent. All
readings were normalized to day-1 values in the respective group. Single and triple
asterisks represent a p value of <0.05 and <0.0001, respectively.

encapsulated PANC-1 cells in thiol-ene gels formed by 5 wt%
PEG4NB5kDa or PEG4NB20kDa and with DTT or MMPLinker as the gel
cross-linker. PEG4NB with different molecular weights were used
to render the matrix with different stiffness while DTT and
MMPLinker were used to render gels with different cell-mediated
matrix remodeling. The shear moduli (G0 ) of PEG4NB5kDa and
PEG4NB20kDa in the equilibrium swelling state were w6 kPa and
w3 kPa, respectively (Figure S2). The moduli of these gels dropped
roughly 50% after 10 days of in vitro culture but PEG4NB5kDa gels
were still much stiffer than PEG4NB20kDa gels (data not shown). As
shown in Fig. 1B, 95  2% of PANC-1 cells remained viable following
photoencapsulation in 5 wt% PEG4NB20kDa hydrogels cross-linked
by DTT. However, initial viability decreased to 77  3% in
PEG4NB5kDa gels (Figure S3). Even with the reduction in initial cell
viability, PANC-1 cells in both gel systems still proliferated to form
small cell clusters regardless of the molecular weight of PEG4NB
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macromer used (Fig. 3A, top row). There was, however, small but
statistically signiﬁcant increase in PANC-1 cell metabolic activity
after 7-day culture in DTT cross-linked gels in softer PEG4NB20kDa
gels (Fig. 3B). Note that the metabolic activity was normalized to
day-1 in order to offset the variation in initial cell viability and
allow us to compare cell growth under different matrix conditions.
When the cells were cultured in hydrogels cross-linked by DTT,
there was a w38% increase in cell metabolic activity at day-10 when
comparing PEG4NB20kDa gels to PEG4NB5kDa gels (p < 0.001). When
encapsulated in MMPLinker-cross-linked hydrogels, PANC-1 cells
proliferated to form larger clusters with vast difference in cell
morphology (Fig. 3A, bottom row). Cells encapsulated in stiffer
PEG4NB5kDa hydrogels showed irregular cell shapes with extensive
protrusions. On the other hand, cells encapsulated in softer
PEG4NB20kDa gels appeared much larger and formed cyst-like
structures. These cells also exhibited rapid increase in metabolic
activity, especially in PEG4NB20kDa gels. Comparing cell growth in
the two gel systems cross-linked by MMPLinker (Fig. 3C), an 82%
increase in metabolic activity (p < 0.001) at day-10 was observed
when the cells were cultured in softer PEG4NB20kDa gels.
3.4. Morphological variations of PANC-1 cells in 3D
Fig. 4 shows the morphological variations of PANC-1 cells
cultured in 3D thiol-ene hydrogels. We categorized all cell clusters
into four groups based on Live/Dead staining images, including:
(A) Small and compact cell aggregates; (B) Large and irregular cell
clusters; (C) Small clusters with short cellular protrusions; and (D)
Cyst-like cell clusters. Immunostaining was performed in hydrogels without ECM motifs to identify expression patterns in F-actin
and b-catenin. F-actin was selected because it is a cytoskeletal
protein that responds to matrix compositional changes while the
staining of b-catenin revealed potential cellecell interactions.
Staining results revealed strong b-catenin expression in cell clusters with higher level of cellecell interactions. It was also found
that cell clusters with irregular shapes and protrusions had
weaker b-catenin staining but stronger F-actin staining at the
peripheral area of the clusters (Fig. 4C). Lastly, the core of cyst-like
clusters had no DAPI staining but expressed more b-catenin and Factin.
3.5. Effect of integrin ligands
The results shown in Fig. 1e4 were obtained from PEG4NB
hydrogels without the incorporation of any ECM-mimetic motifs.
To evaluate the inﬂuence of cell-adhesive motifs on PANC-1 cell
growth and morphogenesis in 3D, we monitored PANC-1 cells in
CGGYC cross-linked PEG4NB hydrogels immobilized with 1 or 2 mM
of ﬁbronectin-derived CGRGDS or laminin-derived KCYIGSR peptides. Cysteine residues were added in the sequence for thiol-ene
reaction to immobilize these peptides in the hydrogels. The use of
CGGYC linker allows the cells to adopt different morphologies under the inﬂuence of ECM-mimetic motifs while preventing excessive local matrix remodeling due to cell-secreted proteases (e.g.,
MMPs). As shown in Fig. 5A, hydrogels incorporated with RGDS
motifs promoted cell growth with increasing cyst-like cell structures. On the contrary, gels immobilized with YIGSR peptide
restricted the degree of cell growth as the clusters formed appeared
smaller and slightly more dead cells were observed. AlamarBlue
assays showed slightly higher degree of cellular metabolic activity
in RGDS-immobilized gels compared to ‘blank-slate’ hydrogels
(Fig. 5B). On the other hand, the immobilization of YIGSR peptide at
a higher peptide concentration (i.e., 2 mM) only slightly increased
the viability of PANC-1 cells at day 10 (Fig. 5C).

Fig. 3. Effect of PEG4NB molecular weight and cross-linker chemistry on PANC-1 cell
morphogenesis. (A) Representative confocal Z-stack images of PANC-1 cells stained
with Live/Dead staining kit 10 days post-encapsulation. Cells were encapsulated in
5 wt% PEG4NB5kDa or PEG4NB20kDa hydrogels cross-linked by DTT or MMPLinker (Scales:
100 mm). (B) Effect of matrix stiffness on cell growth in DTT cross-linked gels. (C) Effect
of matrix stiffness on cell growth in MMPLinker cross-linked gels. Cell metabolic activity
was measured by AlamarBlueÒ reagent and normalized to day-1 value in the respective group. Triple asterisks represent p < 0.0001.
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Fig. 4. Representative immunostaining images of PANC-1 cells encapsulated in PEG4NB hydrogels. At day 10 post-encapsulation, PANC-1 cells were stained using antibodies
targeting b-catenin (green) and F-actin (red). Cell nuclei were counter-stained with DAPI (blue). (A) Single cells; (B) Small and compact cell aggregates; (C) Large and irregular cell
clusters; (D) Small clusters with short cellular protrusions; and (E) Cyst-like cell clusters (Scales: 100 mm). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

3.6. Effect of matrix compositions on morphology of PANC-1 cells
Fig. 6A shows the categorization of cell aggregates based on
their morphology in thiol-ene hydrogels with different matrix
compositions. When PANC-1 cells were encapsulated in DTT crosslinked hydrogels using stiffer PEG4NB5kDa gels, approximately 28%
of the total cell clusters (including single cells) counted appeared to
remain single cell morphology (category I). Among the total clusters, w58% was small and compact aggregates (category II).
Decreasing gel stiffness by using PEG4NB20kDa (also DTT crosslinked) did not cause signiﬁcant changes in the populations of
cell clusters. In these gels, very few irregularly shaped (category IV)
or cyst-like clusters (category V) were found. On the other hand,
when MMPLinker was used to cross-link PEG4NB hydrogels, the effect of gel stiffness caused high diversity in the distribution of cell
clusters. More than 65% of clusters adopted irregular shapes
(category IV) in stiffer PEG4NB5kDa gels while less than 10% of the
clusters fell in this category in softer PEG4NB20kDa gels. In softer
PEG4NB20kDa gels, cells also appeared to have the most diverse
populations.

Fig. 6B shows the inﬂuence of ECM-mimetic motifs (RGDS or
YIGSR) on the population of cell aggregates within PEG4NB20kDa
hydrogels cross-linked by CGGYC peptide linker. Notably, when
ﬁbronectin-derived RGDS or laminin-derived YIGSR was incorporated in the gel matrix, the most populated cell clusters were still
compact and small aggregates (category II) as compared to gels
without any ECM motif. However, the use of RGDS motif increased
the percentage of cell clusters adopting irregular shape (categories
IV) in 1 mM RGDS-immobilized gels and cyst-like structures (categories V) in 2 mM RGDS-immobilized gels. This trend was not
observed in YIGSR-immobilized gels.
3.7. Size distribution of PANC-1 cell aggregates
Table 2 and Figure S4A show the size distribution of PANC-1 cell
aggregates formed in thiol-ene hydrogels using gel formulations
outlined in Fig. 3. For both DTT and MMPLinker linkers, increasing
matrix stiffness resulted in decreased average aggregate diameters.
On the other hand, clusters formed in MMPLinker cross-linked
hydrogels appeared to be larger in size compared to in DTT cross-
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Fig. 6. Categorization of PANC-1 cell morphology in PEG4NB hydrogels with: (A)
different PEG4NB molecular weights and cross-linkers, and (B) different ECM-mimetic
motifs. Categories are: (I) Single cells; (II) Small and compact cell aggregates; (III) Large
and irregular cell clusters; (IV) Small clusters with short cellular protrusions; and (V)
Cyst-like cell clusters. Live/Dead staining images were used to analyze cell morphology
at day-10 post-encapsulation (N ¼ 4, mean  SD). Control group used in statistical
analysis for (A) was the population of category I in each gel formation. Control group
used in statistical analysis for (B) was 0 mM ligand in each category. Single, double, and
triple asterisks represent p < 0.05, <0.001, and 0.0001, respectively.

clusters from 58.5  2.9 mm to 71.6  2.3 mm. On the contrary,
immobilization of YIGSR ligand slightly reduced the average diameters of PANC-1 cell clusters (56.5  1.3 mm and 52.3  1.1 mm for
1 mM and 2 mM YIGSR, respectively).
3.8. Expression of mesenchymal and epithelial cell markers
Fig. 5. Effect of ECM-mimetic motifs on PANC-1 cell growth and morphogenesis. (A)
Representative confocal Z-stack images of PANC-1 cells stained with Live/Dead staining
kit 10 days post-encapsulation. Cells were encapsulated in 5 wt% PEG4NB20kDa
hydrogels cross-linked by CGGYC peptide and immobilized with 1 or 2 mM CGRGDS or
CGYIGSR (Scales: 100 mm). (B) Effect of RGDS concentration on cell growth. (C) Effect of
YIGSR on cell growth. Cell metabolic activity was measured by AlamarBlueÒ reagent
and normalized to day-1 value in the respective group. Single and triple asterisks
represent a p value of <0.05 and <0.0001, respectively.

linked gels. Table 3 and Figure S4B show the size distribution of
PANC-1 cell aggregates formed in thiol-ene hydrogels using gel
formulations outlined in Fig. 5. The immobilization of RGDS ligand
resulted in signiﬁcant increase in average diameters of PANC-1 cell

Fig. 7A shows the expression of key epithelial and mesenchymal
protein markers in encapsulated PANC-1 cells detected by Western
Table 2
Average diameters of PANC-1 cell clusters in thiol-ene hydrogels formed by
PEG4NB5kDa or PEG4NB20kDa with different cross-linker chemistry (Mean  SD).
PEG4NB
MW (kDa)

Linker chemistry

Avg. Diameter
(mm)

5

DTT
MMPLinker
DTT
MMPLinker

42.6
56.0
50.7
74.1

20






0.8
1.2
1.2
2.7

n

p Value

345
236
256
158

<0.0001
<0.0001
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Table 3
Average diameters of PANC-1 cell clusters in thiol-ene hydrogels formed by 5 wt%
PEG4NB20kDa cross-linked by CGGYC peptide and incorporated with different ECMmimetic motifs (Mean  SD).
ECM-mimetic
motif

Conc.
(mM)

Avg. diameter
(mm)

RGDS

0
1
2
1
2

58.5
66.2
71.6
56.5
52.3

YIGSR







2.9
1.8
2.3
1.3
1.1

n

p Value

200
229
192
195
226

e
<0.0001
<0.0001
>0.05
>0.05

blotting 10 days post-encapsulation. Vimentin and Snail were used
as mesenchymal markers while b-catenin and E-cadherin were
employed as markers for epithelial cellecell interactions. b-actin
was used as loading control. Fig. 7 also shows the results of the
corresponding band intensity analysis (normalized to b-actin
bands). It was found that matrix compositions affected the
expression of these protein markers to various degrees. As shown

on the left column of Fig. 7A and B, PANC-1 cells in both CGGYC and
MMPScrm cross-linked hydrogels expressed signiﬁcantly higher
levels of Vimentin compared to cells encapsulated in MMPLinker
cross-linked gels (p < 0.01). On the other hand, b-catenin and Ecadherin were highly expressed in cells encapsulated in MMPLinker
cross-linked gels (p < 0.001) compared to in CGGYC or MMPScrm
cross-linked gels. No signiﬁcant difference was found in Snail
expression level in these gels.
The blotting results shown in the middle column of Fig. 7A and
relative band intensity analysis results shown in Fig. 7C represent
the inﬂuence of matrix stiffness and protease sensitivity on protein
expression in the encapsulated PANC-1 cells. Higher levels of
Vimentin and Snail expression and lower levels of b-catenin and Ecadherin were observed in cells encapsulated in stiffer PEG4NB5kDa
gels or in gels without protease sensitivity (e.g, DTT cross-linked
gels) (p < 0.0001). PANC-1 cells in softer PEG4NB20kDa gels crosslinked by MMPLinker showed the highest levels of epithelial
markers (b-catenin and E-cadherin) and the lowest levels of
mesenchymal markers (Vimentin and Snail).

Fig. 7. (A) Western blotting for mesenchymal (Vimentin, and Snail) and epithelial (b-catenin and E-cadherin) lineage speciﬁc markers in PANC-1 cells 10 days post-encapsulation (C:
CGGYC, Ms: MMPScrm, ML: MMPLinker). (BeD) Semi-quantitative analysis of protein band intensities (Vim: Vimentin, b-cat: b-catenin, E-cad: E-cadherin). Band intensities were
obtained by ImageJ and normalized to that of b-actin in the respective group (N ¼ 4, mean  SD). Single, double, and triple asterisks represent a p value of <0.05, <0.001, and
<0.0001, respectively.
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Finally, the expressions of these protein markers were also
analyzed in hydrogels incorporated with ECM-mimetic motifs
(right column in Fig. 7A and D). The immobilization of RGDS or
YIGSR ligands did not alter the expression patterns of Vimentin and
Snail in the encapsulated PANC-1 cells. Further, the incorporation of
RGDS ligand only slightly enhanced the expression of E-cadherin in
the encapsulated PANC-1 cells (not statistically signiﬁcant). The
presence of immobilized YIGSR, however, signiﬁcantly increased
the expression of epithelial markers b-catenin (p < 0.05 and
p < 0.0001 for 1 mM and 2 mM YIGSR, respectively) and E-cadherin
(p < 0.001 for both 1 mM and 2 mM YIGSR) when compared to
blank-slate PEG4NB hydrogels.
4. Discussion
Prior efforts on 3D culture of PDEC have largely focused on the
use of biological matrices such as MatrigelÒ. While inherently
bioactive, the biochemical compositions of these matrices are not
meticulously controlled and may vary from batch to batch. Further,
when using these biological matrices, experimenters are provided
with minimal control over parameters critical in cellular mechanosensing, such as stiffness. We reasoned that biomimetic thiol-ene
hydrogels could provide highly tunable properties for controlling
the growth and morphogenesis of PDEC in 3D. In this work, we
encapsulated PANC-1 cells, an immortalized PDEC line, in thiol-ene
hydrogels with user-deﬁned matrix properties, including crosslinker chemistry, matrix stiffness, and cellematerial interactions.
We chose PANC-1 cells not only because they are commonly used to
study molecular signaling in pancreatic cancer cells [5,7,38,39], but
also because they can be trans-differentiated into islet-like clusters
for the treatment of diabetes [10e14,16].
Results from Fig. 1B and Figure S1 demonstrated high cytocompatibility of thiol-ene photochemistry for in situ encapsulation
of PANC-1 cells. We used Live/Dead staining images to reveal live
(stained with calcein-AM for intracellular esterase activity) and
dead PANC-1 cells (stained with ethidium homodimer-1 due to
loss of cell membrane integrity) in gels with different compositions. We also quantiﬁed cell viability by ATP assay, which correlates directly to the number of metabolically active cells following
photoencapsulation. Since all gels used in Fig. 1B contained no
biomimetic motif (e.g., integrin ligands), the high viability of
PANC-1 cells in all thiol-ene hydrogels tested could be attributed
to the high cytocompatibility of the thiol-ene photochemistry.
Even without the presence of any cell surface receptor ligand,
PANC-1 cells were able to proliferate into clusters with strong
cellecell interactions (Figs. 2A, 3A, 4) and increasing metabolic
activity (Figs. 2B, 3B, 3C) as time. In addition, cell cluster
morphology was affected by hydrogel formulation. For example,
PANC-1 cells encapsulated in softer hydrogels cross-linked with
MMPLinker formed large cyst-like structures (Fig. 2A, 3A, and 4D)
that were rarely seen in other non-MMP sensitive gels (i.e., DTT,
CGGYC, or MMPScrm cross-linked gels). The high MMP sensitivity
of MMPLinker cross-linked gels afforded the highest degree of
PANC-1 cell growth in 3D after 10-day in vitro culture (Fig. 2B),
likely due to enhanced local matrix remodeling by the cellsecreted MMPs. On the other hand, cells in non-MMP sensitive
gels formed smaller and more compact aggregates (Fig. 2A left and
middle columns and Fig. 3A top row). No difference in cell
morphology (Fig. 2A) and phenotype (Fig. 7A, B) was found between cells encapsulated in CGGYC or MMPScrm peptide crosslinked gels, suggesting that PANC-1 cells did not actively
remodel these matrices.
The increased expression of epithelial cell markers (e.g., b-catenin
and E-cadherin) and decreased expression of mesenchymal cell
markers (e.g., Vimentin) in cells encapsulated in MMPLinker cross-
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linked hydrogels reﬂected the profound impact of matrix properties on PANC-1 cell morphogenesis in 3D (Fig. 7A and B). The ability of
PANC-1 cells to remodel their local matrix resulted in high percentages of cell clusters adopting irregular shapes or cyst-like structures
(Figs. 4C, 4D, 6A). On the other hand, when cells were encapsulated in
MMPScrm cross-linked gels, the proliferation appeared to be slower
(Fig. 2B) and the cells expressed lower level of epithelial cell markers
(Fig. 7B). While the use of MMP-sensitive linker encouraged cell
growth and morphogenesis, we found that a higher degree of cell
growth was also obtained using certain peptide linker not sensitive
to MMPs, such as CGGYC (Fig. 2B). When PANC-1 cells were encapsulated in CGGYC cross-linked gels, smaller but abundant cell clusters
formed after 10-day culture (Fig. 2A, left column). The growth supporting role of CGGYC cross-linked hydrogels might be a result
caused by chymotrypsin-mediated matrix cleavage. It is possible that
the encapsulated PANC-1 cells secreted chymotrypsin, a pancreatic
exocrine enzyme, to cleave CGGYYC and create a favorable environment for cell growth. However, we are not aware of any literature
supporting this possibility. The enhanced cell growth in the CGGYC
cross-linked gels might be a result of enhanced gel degradation due
to the hydrolysis of ester bonds in PEG4NB macromer. We have
shown that the hydrolytic degradation rate of thiol-ene hydrogels
could be tuned by different linker chemistry [40]. We have also
exploited this degradation mechanism to study the viability and
spreading of human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSC), as well as
spheroid formation in pancreatic MIN6 b-cells in 3D. When DTT was
used as gel cross-linker, the resulting gels did not degrade as fast as
CGGYC cross-linked gels and consequently reduced cell spreading
and proliferation [41].
Results in Fig. 2 shed lights on the inﬂuence of local matrix
properties on regulating cellular responses to the extracellular
signals. The gel matrices used in Fig. 2, however, all have similar
stiffness (G0 w 3 kPa, Figure S2). Matrix stiffness has been shown to
largely affect cell fate determination both on 2D surfaces and in 3D
matrices. For example, tumor tissues are known to be stiffer than
normal tissues [42] while stem cell differentiation is encouraged
down osteogenic lineage in a stiffer microenvironment [43]. To
delineate the profound impact of matrix stiffness on PANC-1 cell
growth and morphogenesis, we designed thiol-ene gels with
different stiffness (G0 w 3 or 6 kPa) and cross-linked by linkers with
different MMP sensitivity (DTT or MMPLinker). The interplay between matrix stiffness and local matrix remodeling could be clearly
seen in Fig. 3A where cells responded to a minimal degree to the
changes in matrix stiffness when they were encapsulated in nonMMP sensitive gels (i.e., DTT cross-linked). In these gels, PANC-1
cells remained their compact and round morphology (Fig. 3A, top
row), had comparable categorization in the diversity of cell clusters
(Fig. 6A), and exhibited no statistical differences in all epithelial and
mesenchymal protein markers examined (Fig. 7C, comparing
5 kDa-DTT and 20 kDa-DTT). On the other hand, stiffness played a
crucial role in PANC-1 cell growth and morphogenesis in an MMPsensitive microenvironment. There were striking variations in cell
proliferation (Fig. 3C), morphological differences (Fig. 6A), and
protein expression (Fig. 7C). Even though the matrix was crosslinked by MMP-sensitive linkers, higher stiffness in these gels
likely altered some intracellular signaling events that resulted in
the restriction of PANC-1 cells to invade their local matrix.
Studies have shown that pancreatic epithelial cells, when
cultured on 2D surfaces, express high levels of epithelial markers
such as cytokeratin, b-catenin, E-cadherin, and express little to no
mesenchymal markers such as Vimentin, Snail, Slug, and N-cadherin [38]. However, when cultured in three-dimensional matrices
(e.g., collagen gels), PANC-1 cells have been shown to express high
level of mesenchymal markers like Vimentin and Snail [4]. In our
current study, PANC-1 cells in all gel formulations expressed high
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level of Vimentin, except in the softer gels cross-linked by
PEG4NB20kDa and MMPLinker (Fig. 7). It is likely that PANC-1 cells
encapsulated in PEG4NB20kDa gels cross-linked by MMP-sensitive
peptides were able to extensively remodel their local environment and transition into a ductal phenotype. On the other hand,
cells in gels with higher stiffness (e.g., using PEG4NB5kDa gels) or
lacking cell-mediated matrix remodeling (e.g., using DTT, CGGYC, or
MMPScrm cross-linkers) retained their mesenchymal phenotype in
3D, such as that observed in collagen gels [4]. When cultured in 3D
matrices, epithelial cells such as PANC-1 are likely to acquire an
“epithelial-to-mesenchymal” transition (EMT), which is typically
characterized by changes in cell morphology accompanied with
decreased expression of epithelial markers (e.g., E-cadherin) and
enhanced expression of mesenchymal markers (e.g., Vimentin)
[44]. Parallel to prior reports on mammary [21] and kidney [17]
epithelial cells, our studies indicated that pancreatic epithelial
cells also adopt different phenotypes under the inﬂuence of matrix
properties.
Results shown in Figs. 1e4 were obtained from experiments
using PEG hydrogels with varying protease sensitivity and stiffness
without any ECM-mimetic motifs, which have been shown to affect
cell fate determination by providing receptor-mediated signaling.
The impact of ECM-mimetic ligands can be clearly seen in Fig. 5A.
Here, CGGYC peptide was used to cross-link PEG4NB20kDa hydrogels
to permit cell growth without the inﬂuence of cell-mediated matrix
remodeling. CGGYC was also selected because the gels could be
eroded by user-supplemented chymotrypsin, thus allowing the
recovery of cell clusters generated within the 3D matrix [35]. The
sequences of these ECM-mimetic motifs had very different inﬂuence in PANC-1 cells cultured in 3D. While the effect of ﬁbronectinderived RGDS on promoting cell growth was observed as early as
day-4 compared to ‘blank-slate’ PEG hydrogels (when 2 mM of RGDS
was immobilized, Fig. 5B), laminin-derived YIGSR, even at a higher
concentration of 2 mM, only slightly increased PANC-1 cell growth
at day-10. PANC-1 cells formed larger cyst-like structures in RGDSimmobilized gels, while smaller clusters and slightly more dead
cells were observed in YIGSR-immobilized gels (Fig. 5A). These
results were consistent with the morphological analysis using live/
dead images containing cell clusters formed in these gels (Fig. 6B).
The analysis results also showed that the average diameters (Tables 2, 3) and the distribution of cell clusters with different sizes
(Figure S4) were similar for cells in CGGYC cross-linked gels with
2 mM RGDS and in MMPLinker cross-linked gels without RGDS motif.
Interestingly, protein expression patterns were very different in
these two gel systems (Fig. 7). For example, b-catenin and E-cadherin were highly expressed in MMPLinker cross-linked gels
(without RGDS) while their expression were relatively lower in
RGDS-immobilized gels cross-linked by CGGYC. In addition, the
immobilization of YIGSR up-regulated the expression of epithelial
cell markers, including b-catenin and E-cadherin (Fig. 7D) without
decreasing Vimentin and Snail expression, which was not the trend
seen in MMPLinker cross-linked gels (i.e., higher b-catenin & Ecadherin, lower Vimentin & Snail).
RGD peptide is known to bind to integrins (e.g., b1 and b3) and
the binding enhances cellematrix interactions and focal adhesion
[45,46]. RGD-integrin binding also induces expression of L1CAM in
PDAC cells that augments cell migration and invasion [47]. Studies
have shown that avb3 was up-regulated in invasive tumor cells and
the down regulation of endogenous b3 in PANC-1 cells signiﬁcantly
inhibited their growth [48]. On the other hand, laminin-derived
YIGSR has been shown to inhibit growth and metastasis in many
tumor cells [49e52]. YIGSR likely mimics the laminin-rich basement membrane microenvironment and restricts the invasiveness
and motility of tumor cells, including PANC-1. While in this study
the immobilization of YIGSR did not decrease Vimentin expression

in the encapsulated PANC-1 cells, it did signiﬁcantly enhanced the
expression of b-catenin and E-cadherin, both of which are found in
the adherens junctions is cells with extensive cellecell interactions.
The increased expression of these epithelial markers also indicated
a potential dedifferentiation of PANC-1 cells [53,54]. While
enhanced expression of b-catenin and E-cadherin were also
observed in cells encapsulated in MMPLinker cross-linked gels
(Fig. 7B), these cells showed the most diverse cluster morphology
(Fig. 6A) that had little resemblance to endocrine cell clusters. On
the other hand, PANC-1 cells encapsulated in YIGSR-immobilized
gels formed smaller and more compact, and potentially islet-like,
clusters (Table 3 and Figure S4). The inﬂuences of RGD and YIGSR
on tumor cell phenotypes have been studied in many epithelial
cells in PEG-based hydrogels [17,21]. To our knowledge, however,
the inﬂuence of YIGSR on the formation of compact cell clusters
(Fig. 5A) and up-regulation of epithelial marker expression (Fig. 7D)
in pancreatic epithelial cells cultured in 3D has not been reported.
The current understanding in PDEC growth, morphological
changes, and protein expression in tunable synthetic biomimetic
matrices will beneﬁt future investigations on controlling PANC-1
cell trans-differentiation towards an endocrine lineage.
5. Conclusion
In summary, we have established a highly tunable synthetic
biomimetic material platform for studying the growth and
morphogenesis of pancreatic epithelial cells in 3D. Based on a
cytocompatible thiol-ene photochemistry, our material system was
easily tuned to render the otherwise inert PEG environment
responsive to cellular activity. The growth and morphological
changes in PANC-1 cells were affected by macromer molecular
weight (or gel stiffness), cross-linker chemistry, and cell-matrix
interaction. While PANC-1 cells formed large cyst-like structure in
MMP-sensitive or RGDS-immobilized gels, they were more compact
and adopt epithelial cell phenotype in non-MMP sensitive or YIGSRimmobilized gels. This hydrogel platform offers a highly controllable microenvironment not only for studying pancreatic tumor cell
behaviors in 3D, but also for trans-differentiation of PANC-1 cells
into pseudo-islets that may beneﬁt the treatment of diabetes.
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Supporting methods:
To measure PANC-1 initial cell viability in hydrogels, cell-laden hydrogels were incubated in
buffer containing 75 µL of PBS and 75 µL of CellTiter Glo® reagent. After 1 hour of incubation,
100 µL of solution in each sample was transferred to a while 96-well plate and sample
luminescence was quantified using a microplate reader (Synergy HT, BioTek Instruments).
Intracellular ATP concentrations were interpolated from a series of solutions with known ATP
monohydrate concentrations.
To characterize the stiffness of the hydrogels, shear moduli of selected gels were determined on
a Bohlin CVO 100 digital rheometer. Briefly, hydrogel slabs were prepared between two glass
slides separating by 0.8 mm spacers. Circular gel discs (8 mm dia.) were punched out from the
hydrogel slabs for rheometry measurements. Strain sweep (0.1 % to 20 %) oscillatory
rheometry was used to measure shear modulus of swollen hydrogels (in PBS for at least 24 hr).
Gel shear moduli were measured using a parallel plate geometry (8 mm) with a gap size set at
800 μm. Moduli in the linear viscoelastic region (LVR) were reported.
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Figure S1. Effect of cross-linker chemistry on initial viability of photoencapsulated PANC-1 cells
(5 wt% PEG4NB). Quantitative cell viability (one hour post-encapsulation) determined by
CellTiter Glo® reagent that measures intracellular ATP concentration. No statistical significant
difference was found between any two groups (N = 4, mean ± SD).
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Figure S2. Effect of macromer molecular weight on shear modulus of PEG4NB hydrogels
cross-linked by DTT or MMP Linker (Day-1 post-gelation, N = 4, mean ± SD).
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Figure S3. Effect of PEG4eNB molecular weight on initial PANC-1 viability measured using
Live/Dead staining kit (D: DTT; M L : MMP Linker ). Numbers shown below the representative
confocal z-stack images are the percentage of live cells over total cell count (Scale: 100μm; N
= 4, mean ± SD).
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Figure S4. Effect of hydrogel formulation on distribution of PANC-1 cell cluster size. (a)
Influence of PEG4NB (at 5 wt%) molecular weight and cross-linker chemistry. (b) Influence of
ECM-mimetic motifs. Live/Dead staining images were used to analyze cell cluster size at day-10
post-encapsulation (N = 4, mean ± SD).
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